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In Dialogue with Classical Indian Traditions: Encounter, Transformation and
Interpretation. Edited by Brian Black and Chakravarthi Ram-Prasad.
London and New York: Routledge Press, 2019. 281 + xiv pp.
THE sixth volume in Routledge’s “Dialogues in
South Asian Traditions” series, In Dialogue with
Classical Indian Traditions brings together 13
essays that explore practices of dialogue in
classical Hindu, Buddhist and Jain texts. Edited
by two co-editors of the wider series, the
collection originated as a 2017 symposium at the
University of Lancaster and, according to Black
and Ram-Prasad, it is “very much a product of
the conversations” (p. 3) that took place at the
symposium.
The volume is divided into three major
sections, each of which takes up some aspect of
dialogue from a structural perspective. The first
section, entitled “encounter,” offers a kind of
taxonomy of dialogic relations in classical
Indian traditions, with chapters on the textual
dialogues of the rival Vedāntas of Śaṅkara and
Vedānta Deśika by J.G. Suthren Hirst and Elisa
Freschi, respectively; on the skilful deployment
of words and embodied signs by “solitary
Buddhas” (paccekabuddhas), by Naomi Appleton;
and on Upaniṣadic and Buddhist narratives of
“plurilogue” (p. 85) with multiple interlocutors
in the courts of kings, by Black and Jessica
Frazier. A second section shifts from the
practice of dialogue to its intended result: one or
another form of “transformation.” Examples
include gnoseological liberation in the
Yogavāsiṣṭha in a chapter by James Madaio, Lynn
Thomas’s account of the literal transformation
of a snake back into human form through
dialogue in the Mahābhārata, Monika KirloskarSteinbach’s analysis of female agency and
empowerment through bhakti devotion in the
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Vārkarī tradition of Maharashtra, and three
overlapping narratives of one legendary ruler’s
conversion to Jain dharma, in Jonathan Geen’s
straightforwardly titled “Convincing the King.”
The first two sections focus on narrative and
discursive dialogue in these classical traditions;
the final section traces the continuing layers of
dialogical “interpretation” across these
traditions, either within the texts themselves, as
in chapters on the Mahābhārata by Bruce M.
Sullivan and James M. Hegerty and on the
Rāmāyana by Ram-Prasad, or diachronically, as
in Maria Heim’s exposition of Buddhaghosa’s
scriptural theory and its application to
dialogues with the Buddha in the sutta
literature. Black and Ram-Prasad’s introduction
is very helpful in drawing out interconnections
among the chapters, first in relation to the
theme of each section and then in relation to
several leitmotifs that they discern across the
volume as a whole: “ethics,” “politics” and
“religion.” In an afterword, the third
“Dialogues” series co-editor, Laurie Patton,
makes further connections to the broader
questions that motivate the series. These
framing discussions are excellent. They not only
lend a greater sense of unity to this particular
essay collection, but they also provide a rare
sense of the publication series itself as a
coherent, sustained and cumulative intellectual
project.
Like most edited collections, the quality of
essays in this volume—though generally quite
high—does vary a bit, and most readers will
engage them selectively, in accord with their
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areas of specialty. For readers of this journal, it
may be useful to note that the “Dialogues” series
is inspired in part by a desire, expressed by
Amartya Sen, to retrieve indigenous traditions
of inter- and intrareligious dialogue, discussion
and argument as resources to resist monological
absolutism in our contemporary context. Thus,
several essays in this collection make explicit
applications of their classical subjects to present
conversations and concerns. Black establishes a
model for such engagement in the first chapter
of the volume, “Sources of Indian Secularism?”
in which he draws wisdom from two dialogues
between sages and kings—the encounters of
Yājñavalkya and Janaka, in the Bṛhadāraṇyaka
Upaniṣad, and the Buddha and Ajātasattu, in the
Dīgha Nikāya—to engage the proposals of Sen,
Ashis Nandy and Rajeev Bhargava. Narrower but
also more substantive are Frazier’s deployment
of the philosophy of C.S. Peirce to characterise
the Upaniṣadic plurilogues as a form of
“abductive inference” (p. 87), Lynn Thomas’s
discovery in the Mahābhārata of a relational
model of common humanity that both reaffirms
and refines international human rights
discourse, and Ram-Prasad’s dialogue with
classical Christology to propose a new, two-fold
reading of the Vālin-Rāma debate in terms of
both subaltern moral challenge and devotional
surrender. The title of the collection speaks not
of dialogue in classical traditions, but of dialogue
with these traditions, and such constructive,
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contemporary dialogues we witness aplenty in
its pages.
Still other contributors do not directly
engage contemporary theory, but write in trust
that, for example, Vedānta Deśika’s practice of
“dialogue aiming at the establishment of truth”
rather than defeat of an opponent (p. 73) or
Buddhaghosa’s account of the revelatory
surplus of scripture possess an intrinsic
relevance in the present day. Indeed, both this
volume and the series can be read as a kind of
hopeful testimony, in an era of deep
polarization, that reasoned encounters across
boundaries of difference are possible, that
dialogue can lead to real transformation, and
that many such transformative exchanges
continue to reverberate and expand through
their continued (re)interpretation, right up to
the here and now. In that sense, though the
volume cannot be properly regarded as a
contribution to the field Hindu-Christian
Studies (with the possible exception of RamPrasad’s chapter), it nevertheless speaks
directly to the Society and its scholarly mission.
It belongs in every academic library, and could
be used fruitfully—in whole or in part—in
graduate and advanced undergraduate
classrooms in the fields of South Asian Studies,
comparative religion or moral philosophy.
Reid B. Locklin
St. Michael’s College, University of Toronto
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